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LETTER 
FROM 
THE 
EDITOR 
Portland Book Festival 
The Portland Book Festival is one of the most critical events that happens every year in Portland. Not only does 
it provide a place for book lovers to party in the name of books, but it also provides a much more crucial role: 
creating a space for important ideas and further unpacking how those ideas are created. It's an environment 
where people go to hear people who have made their careers out of being great with words use that ability to 
prompt us to dig deeper into the ways we think about the world. 
The difficulty of the festival is having to prioritize which events you'll attend while unfortunately having to 
missing out on other conversations and events you'd love to see. 
This year's festival had an incredible lineup with lots of interesting conversations and events. It would have 
been great to write about what Morgan Parker thought about Wes Anderson's Bottle Rocket. It also would have 
been great to further examine how Hank Willis Thomas's exhibition All Things Being Equal contributed to the 
dialogues of authors who did pop up reading's near his works inside the Portland Art Museum. 
One of the most intense personal reactions I had at the book festival was listening to Jericho Brown reading his 
poem "Bullet Points." The poem is about how if he is found dead near a cop or in a jail, he did not kill himself. 
It was powerful. I hadn't been that moved by poetry since Claudia Rankine's Citizen. And the proximity to 
Willis Thomas's exhibition at the museum that has a lot to do with social justice, protest, the commodification 
of people, lives lost to gun violence, and mass-incarceration only increased that moment's power. 
Rojo the Llama 
Rest in power, buddy 
At the start of November Portland mourned the loss of Rojo the Llama. A celebrity therapy llama who has 
appeared at events all over Portland, including here at PSU. Rojo was old for a llama. He got real sick and died. 
But during his time on earth he brought a lot of joy to a lot of people. I remember the excitement on people's 
faces as they lined up to let Rojo eat a baby carrot out of their mouths before taking a picture with the fuzzy 
friend they were about to meet. 
Rojo's death made me think about how animals don't deal with all the complicated politics that humans do. 
H ow people know that animals, besides talking birds I suppose, can't speak language and we don't understand 
them, but they bring us joy because they are weirdos. I thought about how hard it must have been for Rojo's 
owners and llama friends. I know that if one of my cats died I'd be devastated. I didn't know Rojo very well, 
and really only saw him one time (and lots of instagram stalking, obviously), but if everyone looked at other 
people the way people-who aren't afraid of llamas-look at Rojo when meeting him for the first time, the 
world would be a better place. 
I wish I had visited Rojo at more of the events I knew he'd be at. I wish I had known Mat Johnson wrote 
Incognegro before I saw him moderate the panel at the Portland Book Festival. I wish a lot of things, but hey, 
I suppose that's how it goes. We all wander through life, picking the things we choose to do and skip out on 
doing. We're all just doing the best we can, and that'll have to do. 
H ere's hoping y'all had a great term and premium a great winter break, 
Jake Johnson 
Executive Editor 
P.S. Speaking of sad news about famous animals, we also lost Lil Bub at the end of November. 
Above: 
Children from the H elen 
Gordon Child Development 
Center spending some time 
with Willie Cole's Steam'n 
H ot at the Jordan Schnitzer 
Museum ef Art grand open-
ing on November 7, 2019. 
Photography by Jake Johnson 
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by Vivian Veidt 
On November 12, Portland State University 
hosted Making Oregon Count 2020, a day-
long symposium of researchers, policymakers, 
and community census workers with the 
purpose of disseminating best practices in 
accurate census taking. Speakers from the U.S. 
Census Bureau and 23 other public and private 
organizations presented on topics ranging 
from outreach models to confidentiality, with 
several presenters addressing the threat of 
disinformation campaigns and disclosure 
avoidance based on misinformation. Oregon 
stands to gain a sixth seat in the U.S. House 
of Representatives if the 2020 Census 
indicates sufficient population growth. The 
likelihood of Oregon's increased congressional 
presence makes the accuracy of the census 
more important to state government, but also 
increases the likelihood that disinformation 
campaigns may be used to artificially deflate 
Oregon's population. 
In a morning plenary (session of the 
conference), Former Director of the U.S. 
Census Bureau John H. Thompson described 
predicted disinformation campaigns as 
"imminent" and a threat to the mission of 
the census. Concerns about disinformation 
campaigns revolved primarily on participation 
by documented and undocumented 
non-citizens. The decennial census is a 
constitutional imperative that requires an 
accurate count of all citizens and non-citizens, 
regardless of status, residing in the United 
States. Population data collected by the census 
is used for allocating state and federal budgets, 
informing public service organizations, 
preparing emergency and disaster response, 
and establishing congressional districts. 
Looming over the conference was 
heightened concern over disclosure avoidance 
in Hispanic and Latinx communities. In 
tandem with an aggressive deportation policy 
and increasing ant1-1mmigrant rhetoric 
from conservative politicians, the Trump 
Administration sparked controversy and 
distrust following a 2018 attempt to include 
declarations of citizenship status on census 
forms for the first time since 1950. The 
proposed citizenship question was removed 
from drafts of 2020 Census forms following a 
June 2019 Supreme Court ruling rejecting the 
rationale for adding the question. 
Lizette Escobedo of the National 
Association of Latino Elected and Appointed 
Officials (NALEO) Educational Fund 
reported that census officials estimated 6.5 
million individuals would not have responded 
to the 2020 Census had the citizenship 
question appeared. In recent focus groups 
conducted by the NALEO Educational Fund, 
78% of surveyed Latinx individuals indicated 
that a citizenship question would cause fear 
to participate and up to 50% of participants 
mistakenly believed that the citizenship question 
will appear on the 2020 Census questionnaire. 
Escobedo stressed during her speech that Title 
13 of the U.S. Code prohibits dissemination of 
identifiable information gathered by the census 
to law enforcement, including ICE. NALEO has 
partnered with national and regional Spanish-
language media outlets, including Univision, to 
accurately inform Latinx communities about the 
census and has established a bilingual hotline for 
questions and reporting fraud or disinformation. 
The bilingual hotline can be reached at 
1-877-EL-CENSO (877-352-3676) . 
Aldo Solano, Census Project Manager for 
the Office of Gov. Brown described Oregon's 
approach toward the threat of disinformation, 
particularly concerns that census data may be 
used to inform future ICE raids, as "not being 
the best role for the state to play," citing distrust 
of government agencies. Instead, the State of 
Oregon has secured $7.5 Million for outreach 
using "trusted messengers." "We've partnered 
with community-based organizations who 
serve primarily Latinx and other immigrant 
and refugee communities ... " Solano explained, 
rationalizing that familiar groups and individuals 
will be most likely to encourage accurate 
participation in the census. 
Threats to census accuracy are also prevalent 
in the LGBTQ.j- community, with questions 
about partnership structures raising concerns 
about how collected data will be used amidst 
concerns that census data may be used to target 
individuals. Although Title 13 of the U.S. Code 
prohibits the release of identifiable individual or 
household information collected by the census, 
some speakers expressed concern that residents 
in same-sex relationships may avoid responding 
to the census or reporting their relationship 
status. Current drafts of the 2020 Census require 
respondents to describe intimate partnerships 
in terms of "Same-sex" or "Opposite-sex." There 
is no question to identify the sexual orientation 
of respondents beyond that implied by the 
relationship question. Controversial proposed 
questions about sex designated at birth do not 
appear in current drafts of the 2020 Census, 
but the binary sex options printed in the 
current revision raise concerns about disclosure 
avoidance among non-binary respondents. The 
current question regarding respondents' sex puts 
the census in conflict with states, districts, and 
territories that formally acknowledge non-binary 
individuals as distinct from the male and female 
options appearing on current drafts of the census 
questionaire. A questionnaire assistance hotline 
at 844-330-2020 will begin accepting calls on 
March 1, 2020-that hotline is in English, many 
other languages have hotline numbers available 
online at census.gov, the website also states that it 
is important not to call before March 1, 2020 as 
that will interfere with their testing of the system. 
Of particular concern to Metropolitan 
Portland census-takers was the question 
of outreach to hard-to-count populations, 
including children under 5 years of age, college 
students, and individuals in the urban area who 
experience transience, homelessness, or housing 
instability. Census officials stress the importance 
of counting individuals only once and based on 
their location of primary residence. College 
students living in dormitories will receive 
invitations to self-report and dormitories may be 
visited by group-quarters outreach staff after the 
self-reporting period has concluded. 2020 will be 
the first year that internet reporting is available 
for the census. 
An August 2019 report out of the 
Homelessness Research & Action Collaborative 
(HRAC) at Portland State University, 
estimated that over 38,000 people experienced 
homelessness at some point in calendar year 
2017 in metropolitan Portland alone. According 
to Marc Czornij of the U.S. Census Bureau, the 
sizable homeless and transient population will 
be counted through Service Based Enumeration 
at shelters and partnered service providers 
like mobile food vans between March 30-31. 
Outreach teams will visit Targeted Non-
Sheltered Outdoor Locations on April 1. During 
an afternoon presentation on homelessness and 
group-quarters enumeration, Czornij conceded 
in a later presentation that these methods may 
be inadequate to reach vulnerable individuals not 
involved with partnered service providers. 
The 2020 Census is not adequately funded, 
Escobedo asserted. Escobedo cited the current 
funding gap for the U.S. Census Bureau at $2 
Billion. Inadequate funding takes a particular toll 
particularly when it comes to efforts to support 
brick-and-mortar questionnaire assistance 
centers and outreach to non-respondents. 
Additional concerns were echoed in the 
audience that ongoing impeachment proceedings 
may compromise the passage of spending bills on 
which the census depends. 
Any significant undercounts around the 
country would not only jeopardize congressional 
redistricting in 2021, but also federal spending 
that could have negative effects on communities 
for a decade.e 
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by Sophie Adams 
On any given Wednesday in the South Park 
Blocks, someone may offer you a sandwich. 
"Some people will say, 'Oh, I'm not homeless,"' 
Kathleen Ugelstead explained with a chuckle 
one sunny autumn afternoon, a few feet away 
from the Abraham Lincoln statue in the Park 
Blocks. "I say, 'I don't care-are you hungry?"' 
Ugelstead and Brenda Mikota, wore orange 
safety vests as they offered passersby a sandwich 
from their wagon. Ugelstead and Mikota are 
volunteers with The Sandwich Ministry. 
The Sandwich Ministry meets every 
Wednesday at 12:30 PM at the First Christian 
Church on 1314 SW Park Avenue, just a few 
blocks away from Smith Memorial Student 
Union. 
They make about 300 sandwiches to pass 
out to folks in the downtown area. Volunteers 
can be found toting sandwiches through in 
the South Park Blocks, in front of the City 
Hall, around or near Pioneer Square and the 
Multnomah County Central Library. 
The sandwiches are for anyone who wants 
one. Each sandwich is wrapped and sealed with 
a sticker that reads "You are loved." 
Every Wednesday, rain or shine, groups 
affiliated with The Sandwich Ministry go 
around downtown Portland with wagons full 
of sandwiches: turkey, peanut butter and jelly, 
ham and cheese. They also hand out socks, 
gloves, and hygiene kits. Since the operation 
began, The Sandwich Ministry has missed 
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only one Wednesday due to bad weather. The 
Sandwich Ministry has a reputation for being 
dependable which fosters its relationship with 
the community. 
Duane H esketh started the Sandwich 
Ministry 8 years ago. H esketh was inspired 
start the Sandwich Ministry when services 
nearby churches were discontinued, and he 
'ook matters into his own hands to continue 
elping the community. 
Offering someone a sandwich may seem 
like a simple gesture, but H asketh says some 
regulars eat them every Wednesday afternoon. 
Furthermore, the exchange isn't just about 
sandwiches. As Pastor Bruce Arnold, head 
of the non-profit organization H ome PDX, 
puts it, "I quickly discovered the conversation 
is worth more than the food is." Arnold said 
he has been doing similar outreach work since 
he was in college. "I very quickly figured out: 
it's about 'you're a human being, I'm a human 
being.' We can talk. Not, Tm here to help 
you and I have food!' It changes the whole 
approach." 
The Sandwich Ministry always accepts new 
volunteers whether they are affiliated with the 
church or not. Ugelstead says the church is 
"open and affirming," noting their community-
service activities. "We welcome everybody," 
Brenda added. According to Hesketh, about 
half the volunteers are affiliated with the 
church's religious activity, and many volunteers 
come in weekly.• 
People interested in volunteering with the 
Sandwich Ministry can go to the First Christian 
Church at 12:30 PM on Wednesdays. 
Photographs by Margo Craig 

Racist Propaganda Peppers PSU 
White supremacist groups target campuses for recruitment 
- how are schools responding? 
On November 1, 2019 more than one hundred 
racist stickers were found on the Portland State 
University campus. The stickers read "IT'S 
OKAY TO BE WHITE," a white supremacist 
dogwhistle originating in 2017 from anonymous 
message board 4chan. On the same night, 
dozens of campuses in the US and Canada, 
including Ohio State University, Iowa State 
University and the University of Manitoba were 
targeted with similar posters and stickers. The 
nationwide occurence is a repeat of a 2018 effort 
organized on 4chan, during which the Anti-
Defamation League recorded incidents on 14 
college and university campuses across 12 states. 
Less than a week later, posters and stickers 
were found outside of the Beaverton School 
D istrict offices and in front Merlo Station 
High School, a public school of 133 students 
in Beaverton. The content references Patriot 
Front, which the Southern Poverty Law Center 
(SPLC) identifies as a white nationalist, neo-
Nazi, neo-fascist group. 
The message of the stickers may seem 
innocuous but is part of a larger campaign to 
recruit and to traumatize, according to Randy 
Blazak, a former sociology professor at PSU 
and local expert on hate groups and hate crimes. 
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by Margo Craig 
"These incidents-whether it is a violent attack 
or a sticker on the telephone pole are designed 
to make people feel more anxious and more 
unwanted and more traumatized. " White 
supremacy groups target schools to recruit 
"soldiers," per Blazak, in particular, "heavily 
targeting white male students." 
Lieutenant Joe Schilling, Interim Chief 
of Police for Portland State University's 
Campus Public Safety Office (CPSO) said it 
is still unclear who placed the stickers. CPSO 
conducted a preliminary investigation, but has 
since closed the file. Schilling said he consulted 
the City of Portland and local colleges and 
universities like Portland Community College, 
University of Portland and Reed College. 
"Nobody had any information for us." 
"Our thought is [the stickers] showed up 
overnight," Schilling said. "Unfortunately PSU 
doesn't have a lot of cameras that show outside 
areas like that ." 
Although stickers were placed on transit stops, 
Schilling said that consulting TriMet hasn't led 
to any breakthroughs. "We gave [TriMet] a 
timeframe and an area but unfortunately, a lot 
of the stickers were taken down, so we really 
weren't sure where to look. It's been kind of a 
hit or miss deal." Unless new information comes 
in, Schilling said CPSO is "not actively doing 
anything." The Pacific Sentinel requested a copy 
of surveillance footage, but, unless a criminal 
investigation already requested a copy, according 
to TriMet surveillance footage is available 
for two weeks before it's taped over. (It is still 
unclear if PSU or the police requested a copy 
of surveillance footage from the struck transit 
stations. Schilling did not respond to requests 
for clarification.) 
Although the stickers were reported to CPSO 
that morning, stickers were still peppered around 
campus by 3 PM-including several on the 
same block as CPSO's office. "All those stickers 
that were out there, we only got three total calls," 
Schilling said, suggesting people don't think to 
report vandalism to CPSO, "-even if it's just a 
matter of defacing property. It's our campus for 
goodness sakes." 
Schilling said he filed a criminal report; that 
data, per Schilling, becomes part of "the region 
network," and those statistics get reported to 
the FBI and the National Crime Information 
Center (NCIC), a national database of criminal 
activity. As a university that receives federal 
funding, PSU is required to maintain a log of 
crimes that take place on-campus and nearby 
public property. The incident is also filed in 
PSU's crime log. CPSO did not characterise the 
posters as a bias incident in its daily activity log 
or statements to The Pacific Sentinel. (Schilling 
did not respond to requests for clarification.) 
As of Fall 2018, ethnic minorities make up 
33% of the student population at PSU. "The 
message [of the stickers] is divisive and goes 
against our mission and values at PSU, where we 
welcome every person to the campus regardless 
of race, ethnicity, religion, cultural background, 
disability, nationality and gender," Associate 
Vice President for University Communications 
at PSU, Chris Broderick, wrote in an email. 
"That 's why we have established resources and 
support for our students at PSU." referencing 
the services provided by the department of 
Diversity and Multicultural Student Services 
(DMSS) to groups "most challenged by socio 
historical factors and contemporary inequities" 
according to the department website. 
This is not the first time PSU has seen a 
postering campaign linked to hate groups. In 
December 2017, posters attributed to white 
supremacist group Patriot Front were found in 
the South Park Blocks. A week later, racist flyers, 
Over one hundred racist stickers were found at PSU on N ovember 1, 2019. Photographs by Jake J ohnson 
posters, and stickers were found on the Cascade 
campus of Portland Community C ollege and 
on street signs outside of Jefferson High School, 
Oregon's only high school with a predominantly 
black student body. Racist posters hit PSU agai n 
in November 201 8. 
Schilling said investigations of these past 
incidents were also inconclusive. 
Blazak listed several groups that may have 
inspired the stickers, but it could be anyone since 
the material is available to download from the 
internet. "I've been pulling flyers off polls that 
I first saw in the 80's. They just get photocopied 
and put online and then somebody downloads 
them and copies them." Whether or not the 
vandal is officially affiliated with a group, Blazak 
says it 's worth finding out who they are to hold 
them accountable and to help them, noting 
Organizations like "Life After Hate" that help 
people leave violent, far-right extremism. Blazak 
knows some former members of extremist 
groups who have become the most effective 
advocates helping others leave, too. 
H ow PSU handles such material-removal 
and investigation-hasn't changed, but the 
way the state handles these "bias incidents" is 
about to. In July 2019, Governor Brown signed 
SB 577, which improves the state's response 
to bias crimes. The bill passed uncontested. 
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Until recently, Oregon law classified a hate 
crime as a crime of "intimidation," and an 
individual that committed a hate crime-no 
matter how severe- could only be charged 
with a misdemeanor while two or more people 
could face felony charges. SB 577 changes the 
language of an "intimidation crime" to a "bias 
crime," codifies existing protections in common 
law, and introduces tiered classification of bias-
motivated incidents to weigh criminal charges. 
Criminal investigations of bias incidents might 
be impossible or inappropriate, but soon the 
state will have a system in place to record and 
track them. 
Blazak is on the committee planning the 
implementation of SB 577. One thing Blazak 
says the legislation will do is update the state's 
tracking mechanism. The bill directs the 
D epartment of Justice to establish a hate crimes 
telephone hotline, which Blazak says should 
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I~ • • PATRIOT FRONT.us 
Propaganda faund across the street f rom M erlo Station High School by PN WYLF on November 7, 2019. 
be up and running in January 2020. "Number 
one, we've got to get this stuff recorded," Blazak 
says. That goes for stickers and microaggressions 
which contribute cumulative stress to people in 
marginalized communities. "[We] have to know 
that it happened, so making the report is really 
important." But the hotline will also provide 
victims with resources. "If people, for example, 
on campus, are feeli ng vulnerable, we'll have 
community groups that will be able to link to 
people, to help them process what 's happening." 
Blazak says the most immediate thing people 
can do to counter bias- incidents is what he calls 
the "Not I n Our Town" response. The aim is to 
show support for targeted people, reduce the 
trauma they experience, and clearly condemn 
those targeting them. "It allows people to 
make a real clear statement about which side 
they're on, to stand with the victims and not the 
perpetrators." ("Not I n O ur Town" is also the 
Photographs courtesy of PNWYLF 
philosophy fo r the Oregon Coalition Against 
Hate Crimes, an organization Blazak chairs.) 
"So, if I'm white, I'm going to stand with the 
victims of racism. If I'm straight, I'm going to 
stand with the victims of homophobia. If I'm 
able-bodied, I'm going to stand with the victims 
of people who target folks with disabilities," 
Blazek explained. "It says to the people who did 
these things .. .'D on't think that just because I 
look like you that I'm with you-I'm not with 
you."' 
Blazak, who has worked with SPLC on hate 
crime research issues, also leads workshops about 
hate and bias topics, facilitating conversations 
about implicit biases, microaggressions and 
internalized white supremacy. 
Blazak says over the past three years, there is 
more demand than ever for his workshops. H e 
blames the policies of the current administration. 
"As a sociologist, we don't want to say that 
IT'S 
OKAY 
TOBE 
WHITE 
Stickers outside Fariborz Maseeh H all, N ovember 1, 2019. Photographs by Jake Johnson 
PNWYLF demonstrating oustide M erlo Station H igh School to protest racist poster 
campaign by Patriot Front. Photograph by Lara Rivera 
there's just one independent variable, but 
the election of Trump really changed the 
landscape of the land and really brought 
out the need to do this work," he said. Over 
fall break, Blazak ran a workshop for public 
school teachers in Lake Oswego to train 
teachers to talk to students about free speech 
and hate crime issues and "help students 
understand the trauma associated with hate 
speech." A week earlier, he gave a similar 
workshop to a Portland middle school. A 
week later, he would be giving bias-training 
to lawyers. "Everybody kind of wants to 
know what the hell is happening in America 
and how we confront it." 
Blazak says these workshops are important 
for educators to understand how they can 
help thwart hate group's recruitment efforts, 
especially since the internet makes it harder 
for adults to stay in the loop. "As someone 
who's been doing this work now for 30 plus 
years ... keeping up with the technology that 
they're using is half the battle." H ate groups 
have a history of singling out campuses for 
propaganda campaigns, but a trend in recent 
years is to target young people on new online 
platforms. "They're trying to find soldiers," 
Blazak said. "It's nothing new. It 's just the 
technology is a little bit different than it used 
to be." Hate groups are particularly active 
on anonymous message boards like 4chan, 
gaming platforms like D iscord and social 
media sites like Gab. 
More teachers are using workshops like 
those offered by Blazak, other resources 
are emerging in response to hate group 
recruitment efforts. As 1he New York Times 
reported this November, F.B.I. statistics 
logged 273 hate crimes in K-12 schools in 
2018 , down from 340 the previous year, but 
well above the 158 in 2013. And according 
to a study by James Hawdon, a sociology 
professor who runs the Center for Peace 
Studies and Violence Prevention at Virginia 
Tech, the number of Americans between the 
ages of 15 and 21 who saw extremist content 
online jumped by about 20 percent, to 70.2 
percent from 58.3 percent, between 2013 and 
2016. 
As far-right hate groups inspired some of 
the most violent school shootings in recent 
months, educators are more on the frontlines 
to confront hate groups influencing schools. 
But many teachers feel ill-prepared. In 
response, Western States Center, a nonprofit 
organization in Portland, published an "anti-
extremism tool kit" manual this year to help 
teachers recognize and confront extremism 
in students. SPLC also offers a curriculum 
guide called Teaching Tolerance.• 
Jake Johnson and Lara Rivera contributed 
reportingfar this article. 
On November 15th, a Friday afternoon, several 
members of Pacific Northwest Youth Liberation 
Front (PNWYLF), an autonomous collective 
of antifascist youth and student activists, staged 
a demonstration in protest of recent postering 
campaigns by Patriot Front outside of Merlo 
Station High School. One PNWYLF member 
that goes to school there believes that Patri-
ot Front targeted Merlo -Station High School 
since it has a relatively diverse student body in 
the Beaverton School District. 
A non-student member of PNWYLF said they 
were protesting to send a clear message to those 
responsible for the postering campaign: 
"Their Propaganda is 
not welcome in our 
communities .. .If they 
want to spread it here, 
then we are going to 
mobilize and fight 
against them." 
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The Perils of Commuting 
Being a commuter at PSU is made more difficult by poor communication and unrealistic expectations. 
by Claire Golden 
During the Portland Snowpocalypse of 2017, 
my family and I were housebound for a solid 
week. Although the hilly landscape is one 
of my favorite things about Portland, it does 
mean that half an inch of snow will shut down 
the city. In the case of the Snowpocalypse, it 
was more like 11 inches. Since I live on the 
greatest sledding hill in the neighborhood, 
that meant going anywhere was laughable. I 
stayed inside, watching the local kids zip down 
the hill at 30 mph, hoping my grades wouldn't 
drop too much while I was stuck here. Although 
the neighborhood children were enjoying 
their five snow days in a row, Portland State 
University was singing a different song, with the 
lyrics "Commuter students? What commuter 
students?" 
I've lived in Portland for seven years, but I'm 
originally from Michigan. In the Midwest, we 
know how to deal with snow. When there are 
seven inches of snow outside, you put on your 
snow pants, coat, boots, and grimly trudge into 
the neverending war against winter. Michigan 
enjoys a solid five months of sub-30-degree 
weather every year, so it's unrealistic to wait 
inside until the weather resets. What Portland 
called the Snowpocalypse, Michigan would 
have called Tuesday. 
When I moved here, it was baffling to see my 
neighbors fly into a frenzy at the first dusting 
of snow. But I was forgetting the one major 
difference between the Midwest and the Pacific 
Northwest: hills. In my hometown, the biggest 
hill we had was a landfill called Mount Brighton. 
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In Portland, you practically need high-altitude 
gear to go to the grocery store. 
If you live on campus, snow is merely an 
inconvenience. When you only have to walk a 
few minutes to get to class, you can grit your 
teeth and shuffle through the slush. But when 
you have a thirty-minute bus ride (or bike, or 
run, or however you get to campus), things don't 
just get more time-consuming, they get more 
dangerous. I learned this the hard way during 
the Snowpocalypse. Three days into our forced 
family bonding time, we started getting low on 
groceries. My dad and I ventured out, bundled 
in snow gear, to take the bus to Fred Meyer. The 
bus stop is only two blocks away, but it 's down 
a massive hill. At the bottom of the hill, my feet 
caught a sheet of ice, flew out from under me, 
and I landed so hard on my tailbone it brought 
tears to my eyes. My dad, who was three feet 
ahead, had to help me stand up. It took a few 
moments for the pain to subside enough for me 
to walk. All this and we hadn't even made it to 
the bus stop. 
We quickly got our things at the store and 
returned to await the bus home. But all the 
buses were delayed by at least 30 minutes. By 
the time we made it onto the 12, I couldn't 
feel my hands or feet . At least the milk was 
refrigerated. I firmly believe that TriMet will 
still be running during the actual apocalypse. 
But buses have enough difficulty arriving on 
time during rush hour. It's unreasonable to 
expect public transportation to run flawlessly in 
extreme conditions, whether that be a heat wave, 
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torrential downpour, or blizzard. 
PSU prides itself on being accessible for 
commuter students. It 's one of the main reasons 
I chose this school. According to Transportation 
and Parking Services, the college "emphasize[s] 
service and assistance while maintaining safe, 
convenient and sustainable commute options 
for the PSU community."Their closure protocol, 
however, tells a different story. In cases of 
extreme snow, it 's impossible for the majority 
of commuter students-making up 50% of the 
student body-to make it to campus. I could 
have easily broken a bone on that patch of ice, all 
in the name of making it to class so my grades 
didn't drop. 
PSU often doesn't cancel classes, thinking 
only of their on-campus students. Although they 
claim that "the most important consideration is 
the safety of students," their practices do not 
reflect this policy. PSU's inclement weather 
policies state they must make the decision by 
8:00 AM, but in reality, the cancellations are so 
close to start time that commuter students are 
already on their way. I can't just roll out of bed 
and shuffle over to Cramer: I have to plan ahead 
when it comes to getting to class on time. On 
behalf of all commuter students , I urge PSU to 
do what they claim to do and consider the needs 
of their entire student body, not just students 
who live in the dorms. We don't deserve to be 
penalized for the weather. And we shouldn't 
have to snowshoe to class.• 
Will 
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Pricey Parking 
D espite its rep utation as a commuter school, PSU hasn't done much to lower the cost of parking. 
by McKinzie Smith 
Parking at PSU is, to put it nicely, a taxing 
experience. Literally. The cheapest parking 
option, for Parking Garage 3, is $1,062 per 
academic year. That's a lot of money! Students 
who need to commute to campus in a car are left 
with no other option than shelling out for the 
parking pass, no matter their income level. Why 
is it so expensive, and is there any way around it? 
The answers are complicated. Transportation 
and Parking Services (TAPS) doesn't receive 
funding from the state or from our tuition 
dollars. This means that it is independently run 
through the money it gets from parking passes. 
This is all well and good; I don't think we'd 
be any happier if tuition costs had to go up to 
accommodate for parking. However, TAPS also 
admits that the prices are there as part of their 
"demand management strategy." Translation: 
Parking on campus isn't encouraged and the 
prices are there to deter people from buying 
passes. This makes sense in theory, but it doesn't 
do anything to help those who need to park. 
It's still obviously preferable that everyone 
who can should be walking, biking, or taking 
public transit. Walking and biking are better for 
the environment, while public transit is decently 
discounted for PSU students with the Student 
Viking Pass. These are great options, and if 
you have the means to do them, you should 
be doing them. However, not everyone has the 
means. Trimet only goes within the tri-state 
area (hence Trimet), which excludes other close 
counties like Yamhill, Marion, or Columbia. 
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Towns excluded include McMinnville, Salem, 
Woodburn, Newberg, St. Helens, and more. 
Students who live in these areas must drive a 
vehicle; there is no other option. It should also 
be noted that students who live in those areas 
may be at an economic disadvantage in the 
first place. Living farther away from Portland is 
cheaper, and many who live far away may also 
be living rent-free with parents or other family. 
But, given PSU's reputation as a commuter 
school, they've definitely gotten us the best 
prices possible, right? Well, I'm not so sure. 
Comparing PSU's parking prices to other major 
West coast urban campuses was shocking: PSU 
came out significantly more expensive than San 
Diego State ($348) and UCLA ($774). Parking 
in Los Angeles and San Diego is, on average, 
much more expensive than Portland. And yet, 
our parking passes come out on top in a ranking 
of price point. TAPS says it puts the passes "near 
market value." However, hourly parking in PSU 
lots ranges from S2.50 to $4 per hour while 
downtown Portland's street parking is S2 per 
hour. Is that what you want to be known for? 
Students already pay so much to be on campus 
in the first place, so shouldn't they pay less than 
market value to park on the campus they help 
fund? 
I reached out to TAPS to see if there were 
any plans to help students better afford parking. 
There was no response. Hopefully, having two 
articles addressing the difficulties of getting to 
class in our Opinion section this month will 
draw their attention to much-needed change in 
their department. As students, I think there's a 
lot we can appreciate about TAPS. The parking 
garages we have are clean and relatively safe, 
they can verify enrollment in the reduced-fare 
program with Trimet, and they've funded some 
cool bike parking garages as well. However, 
the prices of parking are a glaring issue facing 
students at this school. It may make more sense 
to come up with a reduced-fare parking pass 
for low-income students, and/or a discounted 
pass specifically for students without access to 
Trimet. If we want to get really to the point 
about it , technically no one should have to 
pay for parking. Why must we capitalize on 
space citizens need? But while PSU's system 
is set up as it is, there have to be other options 
to explore. 
Despite PSU's desire to see us all show up to 
class in ways other than driving our own vehicle, 
it isn't realistic to think that keeping prices high 
will solve the problem. It might solve the issue 
of having to build more parking garages, but it's 
a distinct disadvantage to students. I plead with 
TAPS to consider coming up with an option 
for low-income and far-distance commuters. It 
might seem like the more difficult option right 
now, but your students will thank you.e 
Furth on 
Familiar Phrases 
A Repudiation of Imprecise and Lazy Language 
by Van Vanderwall 
Killed it. [And the variants "crush it", 
"slay" as an exhortation.] 
Why must success be equated with the 
taking of life? ls there something noble or 
commendable about killing living beings? 
These phrases of encouragement are meant to 
empower, but doing so by glorifying killing 
only serves to reinforce the idea that killing 
makes one great and that the more an action 
approximates killing, the more commendable 
it is . 
Each variant in this phrasal family 
endorses a zero-sum mentality in which the 
elevation of one must mean the degradation 
of others. Reducing all interactions to zero-
sum conflicts ignores the importance of 
cooperation and empathy. I n the case of 
endeavors that literally involve killing-
such as war or the industrialized slaughter of 
defenseless animals in abattoirs for subsequent 
processing and distribution to a bloodthirsty 
society (go vegan)-the figurative "killing" 
language contributes nothing to the project 
and causes cognitive dissonance. 
Killing language in quotidian contexts 
gives rise to another variety of cognitive 
dissonance. Many forms of entertainment 
(television, news, video games, etc) traffic in 
violence as titillation, not as a subject worthy 
of artistic, religious, or scientific investigation. 
When the language, even the supposedly 
gentle encouragements ("You killed it on 
the exam" or "She killed that presentation 
yesterday") invoke further violence even 
as we, as a society, seek to ignore the state-
sanctioned violence of war and policing to the 
Illust rations by Greer Siegel 
mechanized murder of animals to gratify the 
lusts of the tongue, we dissociate ourselves 
from reality. Killing is an act with extreme 
gravity and we should treat it as such. 
Yeah , no. 
This verbal tic has somehow become 
commonplace in the last few years. Which is 
it-yeah or no? If the answer is more complex, 
why interj ect this at the beginning before 
providing the actual answer? 
It 's true that this common phrase serves as 
a figurative clearing of the throat and is less 
troubling than other phrases addressed in this 
series. H owever, it reveals an apathy about 
effective communication. For some reason, it 
has become stylish to speak and write without 
precision, without concern for the denotations 
and connotations of words, without attention 
to aes thetic value. If you don't care what you're 
saying or how you're saying it, then it must not 
be important, so why bother saying it? 
Literally 
"I literally died laughing." 
"I'm ~l:,aning my desk because it 's literally full 
of shit . 
You've heard statements such as these. 
Perhaps you've said them yourself. This use 
of "literally" is about as wrong as wrong gets. 
If you literally died laughing, how are you 
speaking now? If you literally filled your desk 
with shit , you have more problems than an 
unsanitary desk. 
"Literally" means "literal, without 
figurative elements." It does not mea n 
"very" (" I literally laughed so hard," which 
misconstrues the meaning of the word and 
places it in the wrong grammatical position) 
nor should it be used for emphasis (as in the 
previous examples or in a phrase such as "You 
two are literally the same person," unless it's 
spoken to a set of conjoined twins or someone 
with a personality disorder when it would be 
true). The misuse of literally clouds the word 's 
actual meaning, which nullifies many kinds of 
humor (which hinge on the disparity between 
literal and figurative meanings). 
Instead of abusing literally, expand the 
arsenal of adverbs. H ow about the occasional 
insufferably, cantankerously, ignominiously, 
or ebulliently, rather than the misappropriated 
literally, to liven up discourse? 
Sleeping together 
Our society uses euphemisms to avoid the 
basic truths of existence, one of which is sex. 
"Sleeping together skirts the issue without 
even being very clear about it. Sex and sleep 
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need not, and often do not, go together. Thus 
the phrase obscures what it supposedly makes 
palatable and safe to di scuss. 
"Did you literally or figuratively sleep 
together?" one might ask, attempting to 
clarify matters. Even this question causes 
confusion because people misunderstand the 
meaning of literally (see above). It's better to 
be precise and polite (having sex) than to be 
polite and obscure (sleeping together). 
On a related note, polite language 
accommodates a profusion of sexual detail if 
couched in euphemism. "Trying to conceive" 
(or trying to get pregnant), meaning "having 
lots of unprotected sex," is, for some reason, 
acceptable despite offering more detail than 
its literal, and less revealing, counterpart . 
Passed on. Also "passed away " or simply 
"passed". 
"You could leave this life at any time. Let that 
determine what you think, say, and do." 
-Marcus Aureliue, Meditations 2.11 
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Our culture, to the detriment of all, refuses 
to look directly at suffering. Let's begin by 
honestly confronting the fate that awaits us 
all: death. 
Conventions of so-called polite 
conversation dictate saying "passed on" or 
"passed away" or even (if the preposition 
offends) simply "passed" to hide the most basic 
fact of exis tence, which is that every organism 
that lives eventually dies. Despite the much 
ballyhooed investments by [insert names 
of people who are investing in immortality 
technology], which in a more sane society 
would be rightly decried as a fool's errand 
funded by people with more money than 
sense, to avert death, it is a fact. D eath is not 
a matter of choice. It therefore behooves us, in 
the midst of a society so dishonest as to delude 
itself about the most basic facts of existence, 
to remain in touch with truth. We can do this 
by practicing right speech-that is, speaki ng 
and writing the truth and not creating 
euphemisms to provide false consolation. 
A dog, a cat, a person, or any other living 
being does not pass on. They may pass gas if 
they are particularly flatulent beings. They 
may pass the exit if they are driving too fast 
(this had better be people and not animals, 
per the relevant motor vehicle laws). They 
may pass the spinach and tempeh salad at the 
dinner table (go vegan). When their hearts' 
beats cease, neurons go dark, and eyelids shut 
the final time, they do not "pass on"-they 
die. When, in language, the apparatus by 
which rational thought is conducted, we hide 
from death, we also hide from life. Be present 
in life by acknowledging death; it can end at 
any time. 
Consider some thoughts from Stephen 
Jenkinson: "The crucible for making human 
beings is death. It's not success. It 's not 
marriage. It's not growth. It 's death. It 's the 
fact that it ends. 
If you can't anticipate your death and 
befriend it and so on, how in your life are you? 
Until your ability to see the flower is rooted in 
the fact that the flower won't always be there 
and neither will you, how well do you really 
see the flower?"* 
Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche: "Learning 
about death and dying is good for living. It's 
also good for dying-to grow, to learn until 
the very last breath."** • 
*Stephen Jenkinson from the documentary 
Grief walker 
**Yongey Mingyur R inpoche quote from an 
appearance at Powells on June 24, 2019 
Tis the season to not be naughty! 
by M. SaqifMaqsud 
Santa Claus, reindeers, candy canes, red and white, and snow! These 
elements come to mind immediately upon the mention of Christmas. 
Santa imagery dominates the aesthetics of the holiday. Most people in 
the world know who Santa Claus is; he's a global icon. People might not 
know the origins of his story, or how he became a part of Christmas, but 
everybody can immediately assign and align the red suit, big hat, and 
white beard with Santa Claus. 
It 's sad to see Santa receive all this fame and popularity while his 
colleague, Krampus, is nowhere to be seen. In America, Krampu s 
won't be seen at Walmart, on mantles, or even greeting cards. Why 
isn't Krampus part of our Christmas celebrations? He might not be as 
appealing or as charming as Santa, but that doesn't mean he should 
be absent from the spotlight. Just because he's a half-goat, half-demon 
doesn't mean he should be exempt from Christmas. Personally, I would 
like to see a Hallmark card featuring Krampus. 
Like his bearded human counterpart, the story of Krampus originates 
from Eastern Europe. The legend ofKrampus was created as a counterpart 
to the kindly Saint Nicholas. The Christmas demon, with a deranged 
face , bloody eyes, giant horns, and a furry black body, actually dates 
back to pre-Germanic paganism. Historians cannot exactly pinpoint 
the origin of Krampus folklore, but, presumably, the tales predate 
Chrisitianity. According to Ancient Origins, like Saint Nicholas, the 
portrayal of Krampus has evolved with time. Krampus's representation 
of the balance between good and evil has survived time and culture. The 
name Krampus originates from the German word Krampen, an old term 
meaning pickaxe. The Catholic Church in the 12th century wanted to 
ban his inclusion in holiday celebrations, followed by another attempt 
by Austria's conservative Christian Social Party in 1934. None of these 
were successful. Krampus still reigns in Europe today, more or less for 
the enjoyment of drunken men dressed as devils. Together, they take part 
in something called the Krampus Run-an event popular in countries 
like Austria, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia, and the Czech Republic. 
Traditionally, the run involves participants attempting to escape the 
individual(s) dressed as Krampus. Being drunk appears to have been a 
necessity insofar as it provided motive for Krampus to catch them. The 
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drunkenness is still a big part of the event today. Always taking place 
at night, the Krampusses are dressed in terrifying costumes, wearing 
demonic masks with spiraling horns. Runners are usually local college 
students and, of course, tourists! 
Krampus has different backstories depending on what country one 
looks at, but no matter where you look, his treatment of bad children 
has been far more extreme than the man in the big red suit. Instead of 
giving children coal, Krampus would whip the bad children and collect 
them in a sack. He would then take them away to his lair. Some legends 
suggest that Krampus would eat these children, while others suggest 
that he would kidnap and keep them in his lair for a year until they 
were disciplined and ready for release. Very old tales, especially from the 
Eastern European regions, tend to describe Santa and Krampus working 
in partnership. Santa would reward the well-behaved children with gifts, 
and would send Krampus to the "wicked" ones. This is the lore behind 
Krampusnacht (Krampus Night). Krampusnacht takes place twenty 
days before Christmas. Typically, men dressed in demon costumes chase 
around children in an alcohol-fueled frenzy. It's not exactly aligned with 
our version of Christmas in America. However, it is an interesting way 
to encourage kids to behave for their parents around the holiday season. 
I propose the reintroduction of Krampus as a Christmas icon in 
America. Perhaps not usi ng the demonic iconography derived from 
the depths of Hell, but from a more Hallmark-friendly point of view. 
To make this happen, Krampus could work together with Santa Claus 
and maybe have a chat on how naughty children should be punished on 
Christmas. Giving them coal doesn't seem to be working, but kidnapping 
children, holding them for a year, and whipping them might not be the 
ideal either. 
I hope both Krampus and Santa come to an understanding on how 
to coexist in the Christmas landscape. There is more than enough room 
in Santa's sleigh for Krampus to fit in. If that doesn't work, I'm sure the 
elves can make another sleigh that accommodates both of them. After 
all, it's Christmas! As we head into the holidays, let us not only leave 
milk and cookies for Santa, but some schnapps for Krampus, too. • 
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Highlights from the 
Portland Book Festival 
"Books are incredible because they can take 
us to places we've never been and they can 
introduce us to characters that we've never 
seen," said Executive Director of Literary 
Arts, Andrew Proctor. "In short, books can 
give us a glimpse into what's possible." 
Since 2005 , the city of Portland has held 
the Portland Book Festival in downtown 
Portland. Previously called, "Wordstock," 
the festival celebrates all kinds of authors, 
readers, and writers. The festival is simply for 
anyone that likes books. 
This year, more than 100 authors presented 
at the festival. Of those authors, over 40 
percent identify as having racially, ethnically, 
or culturally diverse backgrounds and another 
40 percent are from the Pacific Northwest. 
Wow! With all of these events throughout 
the day, it is difficult to make it through even 
a solid portion of them. In that case, here are 
the top four events from this year's Portland 
Book Festival. 
Malcolm Gladwell 
Malcolm Gladwell is a five-time New York 
Times bestselling author. His newest novel, 
Talking to Strangers, seeks to explain what 
happens when we encounter someone new 
and what it says about us. Gladwell 's overall 
relaxed, down-to-earth demeanor kept 
the audience actively engaged as he shared 
his love for humanity and his hopes for the 
future. During his discussion with Andrew 
Proctor, serving as moderator, Gladwell 
discussed his fascination with memoirs of 
retired mid-level government bureaucrats, his 
obsession with moving people to tears, how 
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we display our emotions and how that affects 
others, the problems with the police code in 
the United States, the theory of truth default, 
and his absolute love and adoration for his 
late father. In answering an audience question 
about how we can get better at talking to 
strangers, Gladwell encourages us to "Leave 
your comfortable world .. . the most important 
thing we can do, particularly when you're 
young, is to go somewhere else." 
Ambassador Susan Rice 
As former National Security Advisor under 
the Obama administration, Assistant 
Secretary of State for African Affairs during 
President Bill Clinton's second term, as well 
as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations 
from 2009 to 2013, Ambassador Susan Rice 
has her fair share of stories to tell. In her 
memoir, Tough L ove: My Stories of the Things 
Worth Writing For, Rice expresses some of the 
best of times and some of the worst of times 
as one of the nation's largest decision makers. 
During her discussion, Rice expresses how 
she learned at a young age to "not take any 
crap." This knowledge that, as she puts it, 
"resilience matters" pushed her to write her 
memoir in which she addresses the backlash 
of Benghazi and how it affected her and her 
family. 
Tim O'Brien 
Most well known for his novels regarding 
Vietnam, such as The Things They Carried, Tim 
O'Brien is a well loved author. His newest 
novel, Dad's Maybe Book, strays away from 
his traditional subject to talk about his sons 
instead. At 73, O'Brien is a rather older father 
to 16 and 14 year old sons. His novel covers 
this very subject as he delves into his own 
mortality. He opens the novel with a letter he 
wrote to his oldest son, Timmy, 16 months 
after his birth. During his talk, O'Brien tells 
the story of finding out his mother had died 
when he was on holiday with his family in 
the south of France. His kids didn't say much 
at the time and neither did he. Later that 
evening he asked Timmy if he was thinking 
about Grandma. Timmy turned and said, 
"No. I'm thinking about you thinking about 
Grandma." He shares how proud he was of 
his son that day. O 'Brien's talk left audience 
members in tears, wanting more of his 
heartfelt expressions found in his novel. 
Rainbow Rowell 
Rainbow Rowell is a well beloved young adult 
(YA) author of novels such as Eleanor & Park, 
Fangirl, and Carry On. Despite it being one 
of the last events of the festival, the room 
was packed with YA readers for Rowell 's 
conversation about her latest book, Wayward 
Son, a sequel to Carry On . A sequel, which, 
she says she didn't plan on writing. However, 
she's always been fascinated by the genre 
of fantasy so she just keeps writing. Rowell 
joked about how when she gets stuck with 
the mechanics of how certain things work she 
just has to remind herself that it's all make 
believe. "Oh yeah! Dragons don't exist!" said 
Rowell. "I can do what I want!" Her warm, 
inviting nature engaged audience members 
throughout the discussion as she closed out 
the festival on a fun note.e 
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Pop-Up Readings 
by Shane Johnson 
The most casual moments on the Portland 
Book Festival agenda were also perhaps its 
most intimate. Scattered throughout the 
Portland Art Museum and throughout the day, 
pop-up readings gave attendees a chance to 
hear authors read their own work in an intimate 
setting. Each reading was located beside a 
relevant artwork in the museum's collection. 
One of the first readings of the day featured 
author Ryan Chapman reading from his debut 
novel , Riots I Have Known, a dark satire set 
in the modern prison system. To Chapman, 
whose novel just released in May, readings such 
as these pop-ups present an opportunity to 
continue practicing reading his own material. 
"There's a lot of jokes and concepts that work 
on the page, and then when I read them out 
loud I would have, like wink, and people would 
be like 'I don't get it,"' he said. "It's been nice 
to read outside of bookstores, because people 
[react more]. You can feel the audience which 
is nice. I'm really glad I've been able to do this 
over the summer because I can feel myself 
getting better." 
The Portland Book Festival paired Chapman 
with Attica (white stripes), a screen-printed piece 
featuring images of the Attica prison uprising 
within the compelling H ank Willis Thomas 
exhibition. A first-time book festival volunteer 
named Ben said he appreciated the "thought 
put into which piece of art would reflect or 
pair well with [each] author's work. . .I love that 
there is this merger of the written and spoken 
word with the visual art." 
Robert, an attendee returning to the book 
festival for a fourth year, said the pop-up 
readings are his favorite part of the book 
festival. "What really draws me to this is this 
chance to have an intimate encounter with the 
writer," he explained. "Writers put something 
out in the world and they don't always get to 
see how people are interacting with it, and this 
is a chance for us to give immediate feedback 
to the writers ." 
A schedule of pop-up readings was available 
to festival-goers looking to catch a particular 
author, although by scattering the locations 
throughout the museum, it was easy to stumble 
upon a reading at random. Robert recommends 
doing just that. "I don't even plan ahead, I just 
kind of look in here and wander for a while ... 
it becomes a spontaneous literary experience." • 
Photographs by Jake Johnson 
(Clockwise) (1) Steph Cha reading from her novel 
Your House Will Pay next to the Hank Willis 1homas 
artwork Stars and Bars. (2) Ryan Chapman reading 
from his novel Riots I Have Known in front of the 
Hank Willis 1homas artwork Attica (white stripes). 
(3) D r. Theodore Van A/st, Jr. reading from his story 
collection Sacred Smokes next to the Hank Willis 1homas 
artwork Looking For America. At PSU, Van A/st is the 
current Interim Director of the School of Gender, Race, 
and Nations, Associate Professor, and D irector of the 
Indigenous Nations Studies. (4) After a reading by Laura 
Stanfill from Stephen O'D onnel/J art book, The Untold 
Gaze--various authors, including Stanfill, wrote short 
stories in response to O'Donnell's paintings-O'Donnell 
made a surprise appearance while singing Christoph 
Willibald Cluck's aria from Orphee et Eurydice, "j'ai 
perdu mon Eurydice," with violin accompaniment by 
Tomoki Martens near the painting Portrait of a Lady by 
Franrois Boucher. 
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by Maggie Post 
I've always been a strong believer in the idea 
that media can both change and save a person's 
life. When I was 15 and 16, I struggled with 
depression and anxiety. I found solace in films, 
music, and, most importantly, books. I lost 
myself in fictional worlds and, in the midst 
of my darkest year, finished more than eighty 
books and poured my soul out online by way 
of my own personal book review blog. That 
was a little over four years ago, and although 
I still consider myself an avid reader, my 
tastes have largely evolved from young-adult 
fiction to horror and romance books (quite 
the contradictory taste, huh?). To be honest, I 
hadn't really thought a lot about young-adult 
fiction until flipping through the schedule 
for the Portland Book Festival. When I saw 
Rainbow Rowell was attending and partaking 
in several panels during the day, I flashed back 
to my book review days when her works were 
some of the many I consumed and reviewed . 
I instantly knew I wanted to attend to see 
how the young-adult genre had changed, and 
whether it was still as relevant as it had been 
several years ago. 
My first realization that the young-adult 
genre has continued to thrive, and not just 
thrive but expand significantly, was the two-
block line of young teens waiting for the day's 
YA panel. The excitement in the air was electric 
and became even more magnified as time 
passed. The venue the panel was held at had 
a max capacity of 350 people-- a cap that was 
completely filled by the time the event started. 
Although I had known young-adult fiction was 
still prevalent, I was shocked to see how many 
teens were in attendance. Just four short years 
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ago, events like this would 've had perhaps half 
of the crowd size. To see that the YA genre had 
not only grown exponentially, but that it very 
clearly meant something pivotal to its readers, 
was a heart-warming realization. 
Although most of the content of the panel 
was slightly lost on me since I've delved far from 
the YA realm, I still thoroughly enjoyed myself. 
Rainbow Rowell was a delight, and clearly 
knew how to make her audience feel safe and 
welcome. I saw myself in many of the young 
girls attending the panel-from the frizzy hair 
and braces, to the awkward anxious twitching, 
and sheer bubbling excitement to be in the 
same room as an author who wrote something 
that feels like a part of your soul-every aspect 
of my 15-year-old self was reflected back at me. 
There was one girl in particular in the far back 
who touched my heart. She was so excited to 
have the opportunity to speak that half of her 
time spent with the microphone consisted of 
her incoherently squealing about how much 
Carry On meant to her, to the point where she 
nearly forgot she was supposed to ask Rowell 
a question. It was such a distinct me moment 
that I couldn't help but grin; at 17, I got to 
meet one of my favorite authors and made a 
fool of myself as I exuberantly wheezed about 
my love of one of her characters. There is just 
something so tremendously powerful about the 
love that exists between teenage readers and 
the books they read that give them solace. The 
amount of broken, battered copies of Rowell's 
books that I saw in just the few rows next to 
me, spoke volumes about how important her 
work was to all of those in attendance. 
My departure from the young-adult genre 
Illustration by Haley Riley 
has made me no less fond of YA books. I still 
herald many of the ones I read during my 
formative years, and several of them are still 
placed lovingly on my "favorites" shelf at home. 
My younger self could never have imagined 
the genre growing so vastly, nor could she have 
foreseen the way in which it would continue to 
impact a younger generation, just as it did for 
her. The sparkle I saw in the eyes of every young 
teenager in that venue filled me with enough 
joy to last a lifetime. I can only imagine the 
struggles that some of them are facing at this 
moment. I'm so thankful young adult books 
continue to thrive and be available for teens to 
find comfort in. It 's a testament to the power 
of words, and the healing that can come from 
fictional worlds. • 
Deep River: A Saga of an Immigrant Family 
Article and photograph by Van Vanderwall 
"W e all wonder where we came from. All cultures have an origin myth. There's a fund amental existential wonder about how we got here." 
Author and M arine C orps veteran Karl M arlantes spoke these words from the stage of the F irst C ongregational U nited Church of Christ during 
his appearance there for the Portland Book Festival panel "Ties That Bind: Epic Family Sagas." M arlantes was joined by moderator Maria Russo, 
N ew York T imes children's books editor; D aniel Jose Older, most recently t he author of 1he Book of L ost Saints; and Elizabeth McCracken, author of 
Bow/away. During the conversation, M arlantes revealed part of th is process of plumbing the past that resulted in his most recent book, D eep R iver, 
which follows the travails of an immigrant fa mily in F inland and the Pacific Northwest during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
"My principal characters," he explains, "were all based on characters from the Kalevala, which is a F innish epic that 's very ancient and pre-
Christian. They were probably recollections of very early, very powerful shamans." In the composition of his first book M atterhorn: A Novel of the 
Vietnam War, M arlantes took a similar approach in using the medieval chivalric romance Parzival as a literary model on which to base the structu re 
of that work. W orking within a literary lineage informed his second published work, the nonfiction book What It I s L ike to Go to Wa r, in which he 
drew on the 1he I liad, 1he Odyssey, Egil's Saga, the Mahabharata, and other literary works dealing with war in order to investigate the psychological, 
physical, and spiritual ramifications of combat. Reimagini ng the Kalevala in an American setting evinces the author's ongoing interest in mythology 
and legend as a means of understanding human experience. 
H e continued, describing his composition method . "I write by hand. If I write on the keyboard ," he says and pauses, mimicking typing and 
deleting, "whereas ifl write by hand I'm so lazy that I don't want to go back to edit . It flows." 
M arlantes also spoke about creating characters: "The author's voice is omniscient, but I'm always looking at the world through the eyes of the 
character. They are subpersonalities. Part of the joy of writ ing is d iscovering these subpersonalities. When I'm doing this, Karl 's gone and that 's when 
I know it 's working. I don't consciously do it , I just slip into it ." 
During the question and answer period, one man asked about M arlantes' use of the Kalevala as source material: H ow constraining was it to . , 
the novel on a Finnish folk tale? H ow applicable is it today? 
e Kalevala is more than a folk tale, it's a lot bigger than a folk tale," he answered . "It's an epic like the Ta in fo r the Irish, 1he Song 
, and 1he Ody/sey for the Greeks." 1he K alevala was collected in the 1820s and 1830s by Elias L onnrot and, he says, " be~ 
nish la~· and culture because the Russians were trying to stamp it out." 
epic po . ' 4a model, M arlantes says, didn't constrain him because it lacks a single line¥ narrative structure and is " 
" bq . i;'.he same characters." H e adds, "I didn't have to feel constrained because I j'lf.:.took the characters and t 
into something that one of the shamanic charac ters in the Kalevala ~n't do, I did it anywa~i 
d about which authors most were inspiring. "Tolstoy and D o 
p f a horse. H e's unbelievable. H e had this great scope-the la 
•· that when I first tried to read them, I gave up . I went back, 
.emoration of ancestors and lineage, familial and literar 
Article and photographs by Jake Johnson 
Shortly after lunch four authors descended to 
the lower level of the Portland Art Museum's 
Whitsell Auditorium for the panel "H ard 
Conversations: Race, Family, America. Mira 
Jacob, Jennine Capo Crucet, and Steph Cha 
talked about their latest books in a conversation 
moderated by Mat Johnson. The conversation 
began with authors reading from their works . 
Jacob began with section of her book 
Good Talk: A Memoir in Conversations, where 
she was reflecting on colorism, racism, and 
American Identity within India and Indian 
communities within the United States, but, 
more complicatedly, within her family and 
dating life. The book is a graphic memoir 
and the artistic styling is a unique approach 
that utilizes a lot of picture backgrounds with 
illustrations that appear to float above them 
providing and interesting contrast and texture 
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Conversations: 
Race, 
Family, 
America, 
And the need to separate love and racism 
to the visual medium. Jacob has darker skin 
than her siblings and when she was you ng 
her grandmother gave her lightening cream. 
After telling an Indian American mother her 
son sounded nice, the mother said not to get 
interested because "his mother would only 
consider beauties." 
From her latest collection of essays, 
My Time Among the Whites: Notes from an 
Unfinished Education, Crucet recalls the story 
of her parents naming her after a Miss America 
pageant winner in hopes that they could give 
her a truly American experience. And how her 
mother wished she was more like her pretty 
white classmate Amanda Kindler: boring and 
less cuban, quieter and more feminine . 
Unlike Crucet and Jacob, Cha's book doesn't 
have a lot of moments of humor. Your H ouse 
Will Pay is a fictional retelling of the murder of 
Latasha H arlins by a Korean convenience store 
clerk in 1991 and how the charac ters central 
to that story are brought back together 28 
years later. The novel examines racial tensions 
between Koreans and Black people following 
the beating of Rodney King by police. The novel 
forces the reader to sit in a fairly uncomfortable 
place. Time can be enlightening and healing 
and the bliss of not knowing can be shattered 
in an instant. The reader is left to watch while 
the two families most affected by the shooting 
come to terms with the knowledge that they 
need to move forward. 
Johnson wrote Incogn egro, a graphic novel 
based on Walter Francis White, a Black man 
who used his light skin color to be able to 
investigate lynchings and riots in the South for 
the NAACP during the 1920s. 
I 
American Racial Hierarchies 
Cha said she was thinking about how the 
three panelists are Asian and Latina; And in 
the United States "that's between Black and 
white." While writing her book, Cha said she 
thought a lot about how Asian Americans, 
when acknowledged, get treated as being 
between Black and White. 
"Depending on the circumstance we cancode 
as people of color or as white," Cha said. She 
thought the early 90s "was a time when Korean 
Americans were kind of treated as both. We 
both took on the role of the oppressor and of 
being conveniently being ignored by police 
when Koreatown was burning." 
Jacob discussed how the structure of the 
US's racially difficult past creates the needs 
for people to figure out where they fit into that 
history and societal infrastructure. 
"Where are we in this dynamic? What 
does that mean?" Jacob said "And you always 
experience yourself as someone between these 
two things instead of ever your own identity. 
There's always that thing. You are somewhere 
in this spectrum of this other story that has 
almost nothing to do with you. And that it has 
everything to do with you." 
Crucet's mom read her book and Crucet 
recounted how her mom reacted, '"Well, 
obviously we don't remember stuff exactly the 
same way .. .I wasn't trying to hurt you, I was 
trying to help you .. .You just took that the 
wrong way."' 
But Crucet also remembers her mom's 
compliments. Her mom told her that Crucet is 
writing about things that make people angry, 
"'and you do it in this way that is so classy."' 
Her mom also thought that the difficult 
topics that Crucet writes about will help people 
talk about things they're afraid to talk about. 
Crucet said white folks will often just talk 
to her mom about Cuban celebrities, "like, 'Oh 
my God you're Cuban? I love Gloria Estefan's 
music so much, it 's so great!"' and she's like, 
'Oh, my daughter pointed out to me, this is 
called a microaggression .'" 
Crucet's book helped her mom process bad 
feelings she "would have in moments like that, 
that she never understood . She was like, 'The 
problem must be me."' 
Her mom would be angry and not know why, 
"Now she can sort of understand where that 
comes from and maybe have a way to diffuse 
it .. . " Crucet said. "But I really hope the person 
who said that to her picks up the book so that 
they can figure out why, maybe doing that is a 
bad idea or hurtful." 
Growing up in Miami around a lot of light-
skinned Cubans, Crucet considered herself to 
be white. ''I'm trying to reimagine a definition 
of whiteness that is more connected to, 'I am 
part of the group that has the most power to 
oppress and silence other groups."' In Miami, 
it was the light-skinned Cubans who had that, 
Crucet asserted . Going to college was the first 
time she felt like she was no longer white and 
had that privilege. She had to figure out how 
she fit in within this new environment. Crucet 
thinks that suddenly having to start thinking 
about her whiteness is probably similar to a lot 
of white folks who may rarely have to think 
about it also. 
But some of that privilege remained for 
Crucet. She recounted one of the stories from 
her book about working at a ranch in Nebraska 
where she perceived a man had perceived her to 
be a white person. The man was ranting about 
how a specific piece of legislation benefits the 
Mexicans. 
As the man continued to rant, she began 
to realize he was talking about "The Cuban 
Adjustment Act," Crucet said. "And I thought, 
oh no." She felt she needed to hide because 
she was in this person's house , working on 
their ranch, and she was what he feared most. 
Instead of trying to use the moment to teach, 
she opted to stay safe. 
Thanksgiving and your family's racism 
Jacob talked about the conflict of having very 
supportive in-laws who have shown up for 
her in a lot of ways. H er book explains fairly 
quickly that her in-laws became avid Trump 
supporters and now the atmosphere changed. 
"But you told me call you mom and dad?" 
Jacob said she gave them her book. Later on, 
they told her, "'Umm, you're very talented.' 
They seemed surprised. 'We read it and we're 
not ready to talk about it, but we love you."' 
Jacob said "People believe that love is the 
opposite of racism," and asserted that that is 
a "really comfortable lie that we tell ourselves. 
Because it keeps you from feeling that people 
who love you can be horribly racist to you." 
Jacob said that her experience is that they 
can indeed, "I think they love me very much. 
I think they've still made decisions to deny me 
and my son the same opportunities that the 
white members of their family are getting." 
Cha talked about how she's married to a 
white dude who is the only democrat in his 
family besides his older biracial sister. When 
she started going to his family's Thanksgiving, 
his "Trumpy uncle" called her husband in a 
very "well-meaning, loving, inclusive kind of 
way, 'Tell Steph she can bring a Korean dish 
to Thanksgiving if she wants.' And I'm like, 
'My family eats ham and turkey! We don't put 
Kimchi on that." 
"We hosted Christmas Eve last year. And 
Trumpy uncle's wife came early and my aunt 
also came early," Cha said. "And so she goes up 
to my aunt, and is so happy to see her. And my 
aunt's like, 'You think I'm Steph's mom don't 
you?' And she said 'Oh, you're not? You all look 
the same to me!' And that's not even the bad 
part of the story. The bad part of the story is: I 
heard this story from her. And then I told this 
story to my mom later, she's like, 'yeah [she] 
already told me.' But, she thinks this is a funny 
story, even though it's not like we were silent 
about it. Everyone was like, 'No, you can't say 
that .' And she's like, 'What? D on't we look the 
same to you?' And I was like, 'No, we know 
how to tell white people apart because we have 
to for our safety.' 
"When I talked to my father-in-law about 
this, he said, 'Oh, she's not racist.' And I was 
like, 'You know, you think that racist means 
malicious. Where, racist sometimes means 
ignorant. I'm not saying she's a terrible person.' 
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"I think we need to, as a country, decouple 
racism from just having a putrid personality. 
Because I think as long as those things are 
synonymous, nobody is going to claim racism, 
or claim their share in racism, and then we're 
stuck in this place, where nobody is racist." 
Not writing cartoonish monsters 
Johnson asked Jacob about how she is able to 
show the racism of people in her book without 
turning those people in her life who have said 
or done racist things into cartoonish monsters. 
"It would have been incredibly easy to turn 
my in-laws into cartoonish monsters; because 
the truth is that in the 20 years I've been with 
my husband they've also just said some like, 
really obvious, terrible, racist things to me ... 
just things that, like, you write it down on a 
page and everybody who's already aligned 
with ~o~ in America's like Trash. Garbage. 
D one .... 
Jacob talk about how she would go to 
Thanksgiving and feel a little weird but, "as 
we were leaving they would say 'Thank you 
so much for not bringing anything up. W e 
really appreciate it.' Yeah. And then I started 
writing this book, and then when they'd say, 
'Thank you so much .. .' I'd be like, ' there's a 
book coming!!' So, which is to say, as I was 
writing th is book, there were points at which 
I was like, 'I'm gonna write it all ! I'm gonna 
write it all!' And then I just wrote it down . And 
then what happened .. .when I was redoing what 
makes it into the book, I had to ask myself ifl 
was writing for clarity, or for vindication. And 
every time it was for vindication." 
At that point she realized she had to " ... cut 
this one. cut that one. Because, I realized very 
quickly that if other readers could just look 
at this and be like, 'Oh they're just monsters.' 
Then they just walk away, it's a dismissable 
thing. If you're really gonna write the monster, 
the poison of the monster, the thing that hurts 
the most , is not that the monster's a scary, 
terrible , horrible thing that is so easy to spot. 
It's that the monster loves you. And that you 
love the monster. That for me was crucial in 
getting to this . I had to show the love in way 
where you could feel how desolate it feels to 
live with that love and what that love is willing 
to do to me at the same time." 
"I try to write them with the same humanity 
I want them to acknowledge is in me," Crucet 
said. In her latest book, Crucet tried to " ... not 
be afra id to talk about the moments where I 
perpetrated an unintentional act of bigotry. 
Where, in sitting across from that rancher, 
realizing, I had brought a set of expectations 
to that visit . I thought, 'He's gonna be like this, 
he's gonna be like this.' And realizing how 
many times I was prying toward a reaction 
that fit what I thought would happen and that 's 
what I would remember and record rather than 
moments that contradicted my expectations for 
the place." 
"Separating the love and the racism lets 
people off the hook in a way that they don't 
deserve," Cha said. "Because I feel like I've 
see n way too many racist characters on TV 
or even in literature who are so ridiculous . 
And they're not just racist : they cheat on their 
spouses and they, you know, cut in line, they're 
just irredeemable in every way. And I think 
the more we make those people unrelatable 
and unrecognizable, the more that we are 
able to convince ourselves that they're not in 
our family, and that they're not in our friend 
group ... Until we examine the people that are 
close to us and keep them accountable , nothing 
is going to change. If nobody's racist, then 
where's the problem? It's somewhere else."• 
'!/ 
Portland Review & Ooligan Press 
Article and photographs by Jake Johnson 
In Portland, Powell's City of Books is just as big of a destination as the Rose Garden or Voodoo D oughnuts. So it only makes sense that Portland State 
University, in the heart of the city that is known for books, would provide its students with opportunities to run a literary magazine or a work in book 
publishing. 
Portland Review and Ooligan Press provide those opportunities to graduate students at PSU and had booths set up at Portland Book Festival's book 
fair to tell attendees all about who they are, what they do, and how you can get involved. 
Portland Review 
In addition to selling various issues of their literary magazines, Benjamin 
Kessler and August Amoroso were hoping to raise awareness about the 
BFA and MFA Creative Writing program at PSU. 
Kessler is a former editor for Portland Review and currently teaches an 
Intro to Fiction class as well as the graduate-level Portland Review course. 
Kessler likes being at the Portland Book Festival because he loves 
interacting with people who are passionate about literature and talking 
about the creative writing program at PSU. 
"I don't care if I give out zero pamphlets or sell zero issues, as long as 
I'm having meaningful conversations and letting people know all about 
what we are about." 
In the Portland Rev iew class, "They do everything they have to do to 
create a literary magazine," Kessler said. "They go through submissions, 
they read submissions, they edit, they do the interior design, they do 
marketing, they get it printed, they do everything; and at the end of the 
day they have this wonderful, nationally recognized literary magazine that 
they helped make." 
At the literary magazine, Kessler said the bulk of the editing they do is 
through curation. They comb through submissions and select pieces they 
feel are very nearly ready to publish. In creative writing and poetry, Kessler 
said that the general assumption is that stylistic writing choices authors 
make are intentional and that heavy and developmental editing can be 
detrimental to those authors' individual voices. 
"We tend to try to take a fairly hands-off approach," Kessler said. "The 
kind of editing we'll do is sort of like: picking pieces and curating pieces 
that we think are gonna work well together and sing well together in the 
journal." 
As a teacher, Kessler loves "seeing how engaged students are," Kessler 
said. "They're all so incredibly passionate about making good creative 
work and growing as authors; and in this case, growing as publishers and 
managers ... We think of this a lot as job training and professional training, 
and I love being able to give them that experience for all of that kind of 
stuff. It really empowers me, and it really makes me feel good." 
Kessler asserted that PSU's MFA in creative writing program is the 
only one in the city, and that a creative writing BFA pretty rare for schools 
to have. PSU's creative writing program is taught by world-renowned 
authors including best-selling author of R ed Clocks, Leni Zumas and a 
Guggenheim Fellow for Nonfiction, Paul Collins. Despite being English 
department classes, Kessler thinks everyone should take creative writing 
classes like Intro to Fiction, Intro to Nonfiction, or Intro to Poetry. 
"It bleeds into everything else in your life," Kessler said. "You'll become 
a better storyteller, you'll become a better reader, it's really holistically 
beneficial-I think-to any degree." 
Ooligan Press 
According to Ooligan Press, the word ooligan is a Native American word 
for candlefish, and the likely source for our state's name, Oregon. Ooligan 
Press is the core of an entire degree devoted to book publishing at PSU. 
Bayley McComb was working at Ooligan's booth and was disappointed 
she had to miss Kelly Sue DeConnick at the festival's Marvel writer panel, 
"Hit Like a Girl." 
McComb said Ooligan was at the festival for a few reasons: They were 
selling their books and promoting their latest book, Odsburg, by Matt 
Thompkins; But they were also there to let people know that Ooligan is 
something people can be a part of. 
One way people get masters degrees that relate to book publishing is by 
working for a publisher outside of school, but at Ooligan you get to do that 
at PSU. Abbey Gaterud is a Senior Instructor at PSU and the publisher in 
charge of Ooligan, but social media, design, editing, and other aspects of 
the publishing process are largely managed and controlled by second-year 
students who run departments of first-year students. 
"Everything from acquisitions, editing, copy-editing, interior design, 
cover design, all of that is done by students," McComb said. "You get to 
work for an actual press, you get to see your name in a book, which is 
awesome!" 
Students in the program focus on one book at a time, but due to book 
production cycles some students, like McComb, work on multiple books 
throughout their time in the program. 
The press looks at submissions from Pacific Northwest authors outside 
of PSU's student body. Students studying the tricks of the trade at Ooligan 
handle everything from selection to distribution. Because there are so 
many different facets of book publishing, students come into the program 
from many different backgrounds-not just English majors. 
"If you're good at InDesign, Illustrator, all that jazz, you would be great 
working on an interior or working building a cover design," McComb said. 
"We also have a great marketing team, so if you're interested in going into 
publicity, or sales, or advertising ... That's a side of book publishing people 
don't really see." 
McComb also wanted people to know about Ooligan's "Write to 
Publish" conference on January 11, 2020. This year's conference focuses 
on how the publishing world has changed and examines the range of 
options authors have available to them. The conference's keynote speaker 
will be Dana Trocker who oversees Atria Books' marketing campaigns as 
the D irector of Marketing at the Simon & Schuster imprint. Trocker has 
worked with many people including Hillary Clinton and Bob Dylan. • 
More details about the conference can be found online at Ooligan's website: 
ooligan.pdx. edu/events/writetopublishl 
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Jordan Schnitzer talking with a student in front of Ellen Gallagher's Deluxe. 
11Art For All'' Museum's 
Successful Opening 
In an era where many art institutions are closing, 
PSU's art museum sparks hope and excitement 
The opening ceremony for the Jordan Schnitzer 
Museum of Art QSMA) featured a real 
who's who crowd of not only Portland 's art 
institutional world, but also Portland State 
University bureaucracy, and Portland. A packed 
crowd literally squeezed into the museum 
on November 7, 2019 for a grand opening 
ceremony at lOa.m. There have only been a 
handful of events where it seemed Portland 's 
art world collectively decided an event was 
important. The closing reception featuring 
the destruction of iconic photographer Robert 
Frank's exhibition at Blue Sky was one of 
those times. Institute of Contemporary Art, 
Los Angeles and New Museum Triennial 
curator and writer Jamillah James's lecture 
was another. The latest was the opening of the 
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Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art. 
The opening exhibition, Art For All 
featured selections from Schnitzer's massive 
art collection. For free, anyone can enter and 
experience some of the greatest contemporary 
artists of all of our lifetimes: from Jean-Michel 
Basquiat to Kiki Smith, Kara Walker to David 
Hockney, to Kerry James Marshall, Ellen 
Gallagher, Anish Kapoor, and Jeff Koons. 
After a slightly delayed start, Director of 
the Indigenous Nations Studies and Interim 
Director of the School of Gender, Race, and 
Nations Theodore Van Alst , Jr. presented a 
land acknowledgement, but proposed a twist . 
"The Kalapuyans, Clackamas, and Molallas 
in Willamette Valley were forcibly removed 
during the winter of 1855 to 1856," Van Alst 
Article and photographs by Jake Johnson 
said. " .. . Many of those people said they'd rather 
die than leave their homelands. That, I want 
you to understand, is the value of the land that 
we're all currently standing on. 
"Thus, we have an obligation to recognize 
our privilege and our responsibility to the 
land, to our relative that supports us every 
day in so many ways. The Lakota word for 
grandmother is Unci, a dear and respected 
relative. And the word for this planet is Unci 
Maka, Grandmother Earth." 
After he finished, Van Alst added: "And 
we're here to celebrate art. I'm really jazzed." 
As attendees filed in for the grand opening. 
Therman Statom had literally just put the final 
touches on a massive glass wall art installation 
commissioned by Schnitzer, some tools and a 
PSU Chamber Choir sing ing and dancing their way through the museum crowd and around the artwork at]SMAs grand opening. 
caulk gun were still on a table nearby. 
After Schnitzer and his daughter cutJSMA's 
ceremonial ribbon with a comically large pair 
of scissors, a fl.ash mob of students started 
singing and jumping around the museum while 
someone played djembe . 
The fl.ash mob turned out to be the PSU 
Chamber Choir singing H aitian Vodou song 
"Papa L oko" arranged by Sten Kallman . 
Ethan Sperry, Director of Choral Activities , 
was waving his arms around, conducting 
the performance from atop the museu m's 
welcome desk next to JSMA's M arketing and 
C ommunications Manager Emily Stennes . 
Stennes has been the events coordinator 
for University Communications and the PSU 
President 's office. Stennes's background in 
museum studies prepared her for her current 
role as part of the museum's start up team and 
spoke about the institution's vision. 
Stennes was excited Linda Tesner chose the 
museum's motto, Art for all as the exhibition 
title because it represents the museum's vision 
and "Schnitzer's passion to make art accessible. 
But it also represents PSU and it's core values 
of being an all access institution." 
Of all the pieces in A rt for All, Stennes thinks 
Jeff Koons's Gaz ing Ball (Manet Luncheon on 
the Grass) is one of the best representations of 
work that truly embodies the spirit and hopes 
ofJSMA. 
"The content and that gazing ball," Stennes 
said. "I think, seeing yourself represented in 
that reflection, the purpose of that gazing ball 
in there, really represents what this show is 
about and who we are as a museu m. W e want 
people to see themselves represented, and we 
want people to feel that art is for them." 
"It 's a nexus for all types of connection: 
artistic , as well as philosophical, as well as 
scientific...an intersecting place." said Leroy 
Bynum, D ean of the College of the Arts. 
"Because of the way it was envisioned, it is a 
place that is accessible, not only physically, but 
is accessible in its ethos to everyone. Absolutely 
everyone, and I love that. I love the fact that 
students, children, scientists, folk who don't 
know a thing about art and never thought they 
would ever know a thing about art , can come 
in here and hate everything they see, but have 
that experience." 
Sarah Kenny manages PSU's permanent art 
collection and temporarily manages operations 
for JSMA as part of a start up team helping to 
get the museum on its feet. After the holidays, 
Kenny and others will begin searching for a 
permanent museum director who will guide 
the ship and hire a permanent team. 
Kenny said she was excited about how 
"having the students, [who won] the Arlene 
Schnitzer Prize, in the inaugural exhibition ... 
sets the stage for the fact that this museum 
is for student work as well as upcoming and 
established artists." 
The Schnitzer Prize winners came from 
different backgrounds, L eah Maldonado is a 
graphic design student, Maya Stoner graduated 
from the undergraduate BFA program last year, 
and Samantha Ollstein Meyer is in the MFA 
studio practice program. Despite different 
points of entry, all of the work felt related to 
the body. Stoner's work related to how our body 
is perceived and how our bodies are regulated 
by society, governments, and the art world . 
Maldonado's type face and installation felt like 
a bu nch of bodies shaped into a typeface who 
all hung out in a universe. And M eyer's work 
related to the inside of the body. 
Bynum and School of Art and Design 
Director Lis Charman echoed the importance 
of art accessibility and bringing student work 
into dialogue with es tablished contemporary 
artists . "They have a place of prominence, in 
an institution like this, that is designed for just 
that very purpose," Bynum said. 
Linda Tesner was hired to lead the JSMA as 
an Interim Director for a year and talked about 
how Schnitzer's nearly 14,000 piece collection 
is "quite the sandbox for a curator to play in." 
"Every piece in this inaugural exhibition 
explores notions of identity, revealing some 
truth about how we express humanity in a 
complex world ." Tesner said. "There are pieces 
that remind us how ethnicity, language, 
architecture, and music- and I would say 
storytelling-are powerful sources of self-
identity. Pieces that show how makers affinity 
create connection and dissonance . Works that 
seek common ground and those that provoke 
provocative conversations ... Such explorations 
are powerfully evident in the work of student 
artists whose work are also on display today." 
"In this exhibition we have two fabulous 
Robert Colescott paintings. And Robert 
Colescott , some of you may know, was a 
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Museum attendees looking at Dinh Q. Li 's Untitled (Tom Cruise and Willem Dafoe, Born on the Fourth of July/ Highway 1). 
teacher here ." Tesner said. C olescott taught at 
PSU from 1957 to 1966 when PSU was called 
Portland State C ollege. "It's an honor to be able 
to reintroduce him to our community." 
D ean Bynum said of all the works in the 
museum, he has been loving C olescott's 1989 
acrylic painting, Haircut. "It's obvious, and not 
so. It's very complex. Every time I see it, I see 
something that I didn't see before." 
"There's some pieces downstai rs that I have 
not figured out . So those are the ones that draw 
my attention in because I am determined I'm 
gonna figure what the hell that is and what the 
hell that means to me," Bynum said. 
Mayor Ted Wheeler attended the opening 
ceremony and was excited about the museu m. 
He hopes that it 's another thing that brings 
people to Portland. I asked if he had any pieces 
in particular that he enj oyed: "Actually the one 
that, I won't say I enjoyed it , but the one that 
left me with the greatest impression was that 
one," Wheeler said. 
Wheeler pointed to Dinh Q Le's Untitled 
(Tom Cruise and Willem Dafoe, Born on the 
Fourth of July/Highway 1). The piece is woven 
together from two images and depending on 
how you look at it, one image may appear before 
the other. I recognized the iconic photograph 
of a-quoting the piece's title card-"naked, 
screaming girl running after a South 
Vietnamese napalm strike mistakenly hit her 
village instead of North Vietnamese troops" 
before I saw the other imaged that appeared to 
be a veteran in a wheelchair-a still from the 
Oliver Stone movie Born on the Fourth of July 
based on the life of a marine who was wounded 
and paralyzed in Vietnam and went on to 
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become an ant iwar act1v1st. The piece made 
me think how, in a way the veteran was a part 
of the machine that perpetrated the violence 
against the gi rl , but that same war machine 
also created the atmosphere of violence that put 
the veteran in a wheelchair. The piece rapidly 
asserts how there are no winners in war, both 
subjects in the piece were victims of something 
far beyond their control. 
"It's actually a piece of ar t that's brilliantly 
done and sort of hard to look at, at the same 
time," Wheeler said. 
That complicated experience of being drawn 
to a work with difficult content is important 
to Schnitzer and is represented in some of his 
favorite work at the exhibition. 
Schnitzer pointed to a nearby installation 
of Ellen G allagher's 2004 DeLuxe print 
series. Schnitzer said that Gallagher is "One 
of the leading African American artists in 
the country," he said. "She's taken 60 Ebony 
covers and manipulated them. What it does is 
it talks to us about another time and place when 
people of color felt they had to look less like 
themselves and more like other people. And 
this helps focus on the stereotypes of what was 
going on during that time and place. It hits us 
very hard in a wonderful way that 's important 
for us to deal with." 
I asked about the piece's relevance to 2019, 
"Gender issues, racial issues, these are issues 
that have been with society since Adam and 
Eve," Schnitzer said. "For some reason within 
us all there seems to be a, almost pre-driven, 
that somehow you need to put somebody else 
down to feel better about yourself. And that's 
not a good value for all of us to have. And even 
those of us that are gender and racial blind, 
whatever, we still jump to stereotypes and 
conclu sions and have to catch ourselves. That 's 
why artists are so good, because they force us to 
deal with our values." 
Artists "stop us in our tracks, they get us to 
look, and focus, and think," Schnitzer said. 
"What we each think is unique to us, because 
we're all different individuals. But the key is 
having us go on this art journey. W e could 
either be swept away with wonderful emotion, 
or be forced to deal with agonizing topics." 
Before coming to PSU, JSMA Interim 
Director and Curator Linda Tesner worked 
for 20 years at L ewis and Clark college as the 
Director and Curator for the school's H offman 
Gallery. One of the things Tesner was very 
passionate about was the gallery's exhibition 
catalog program. 
"It costs a lot of money and a lot of other 
resources to put together an exhibition," Tesner 
said. "And an exhibition is very temporal. 
Maybe it's six weeks or maybe even six months . 
But it goes away, and if you don't capture that in 
a meaningful way-like in print, an exhibition 
catalog, an exhibition essay, with some context 
around the exhibition-it's like, 'POOF!"' 
If shows aren't catalogued, their ability to 
contribute to art dialogue starts and stops with 
the exhibition. When properly documented, 
those conversations are able to continue. 
A year ago, Lewis and Clark changed the 
mission and concept of the H offman. Tesner 
was let go and catalog publishing has ended. 
"We were doing a good job at Lewis and 
Clark," Tesner said. "So to have that program 
eliminated was very painful." 
L to R: Artists Maya Stoner and L eah Maldonado talking with Interim Museum Director and JSMA Curator Linda Tesner. 
Unfortunately, when the Hoffman shifted 
course, some exhibitions were cancelled 
including shows of two Portland artists: Arvie 
Smith and Daniel Duford. Tesner asserted that 
Smith doesn't get the attention he deserves, 
and that Duford is the 2nd Oregon visual artist 
to receive a Guggenheim award. 
The artists weren't just showing work 
they'd previously made but had been working 
on artworks specifically for those shows at 
Hoffman for 18 months. Tesner said she was 
worried about how to make those shows that 
she felt were so important still take place. 
Fortunately, Disjecta picked up Arvie Smith 's 
show ofnewworks. After A rt For All, the JSMA 
is going to have a retrospective of Smith's work. 
"Upstairs, we'll have an African American 
figurative painter [Smith] in late career. 
Downstairs, we'll have a white American 
artist [Duford] in mid career doing figurative 
painting about what it means to be an 
abolitionist ... it 's gonna be a little scandalous." 
While Tesner only wants to be in her role 
for a year, she plans to work toward building 
important relationships and functions at the 
museum that will continue after she is gone. 
Schnitzer has two other art museums: at 
the University of Oregon in Eugene and at 
Washington State University in Pullman. 
Tesner hopes to establish a consortium with 
those institutions' Museum Directors to be able 
to work together in some of the programming 
and share exhibitions. 
Tesner also hopes production of catalogs 
for exhibitions will continue at JSMA. She 
was able to win a grant from the Ford Family 
Foundation to produce an exhibition catalog 
to cover and document both Arvie Smith 
shows and is optimistic to win another grant to 
produce a catalog for the Daniel Duford show. 
Daniel Peabody is the gallery director at 
Elizabeth Leech. Peabody asserted that , while 
PSU has lots of great art around campus, 
it's very important have a place designed for 
students to come just to look at art . Lately, 
many longstanding Portland art institutions 
have been shutting down. Peabody thinks a 
large institution like JSMA opening "gives one 
a sense of hope that there is still community 
and the arts will thrive in Portland." 
Alexandra Rosa is an art history major at 
PSU and a lead museum assistant at JSMA. 
Working at the museum is in line with Rosa's 
passion for art accessibility and hopes to one 
day work in community outreach to make sure 
all people know that art is for them, too. 
Rosa hopes to make a difference in people's 
conception of art, galleries, and art museums. 
"It's been viewed as elitist for a really long time, 
and only for the select few, and I think that 
notion needs to be smashed ," Rosa said. 
"The ability to look at a piece and see 
yourself, and see your vision and your emotions 
within a piece is incredibly powerful," and Rosa 
said art museums are a place where people can 
do that. 
"Art is the one thing that connects us all.. ." 
Rosa said . "When you open a bottle of shampoo 
and you wash your hair in the morning, there's 
a reason why it's the color it is. Art affects 
absolutely everything we do, and we touch, and 
how we communicate. There are many different 
languages, and many different styles and types 
of people throughout the world. And one thing 
that can communicate, without language, to 
every single person is art." 
Rosa was most excited about was the video 
installation by Maya Stoner, "It's all about 
sexuality in the arts and what 's valued ," Rosa 
said. "For me it's incredibly important. Maya's 
a fantastic artist and her video work will change 
the way that sex work, and music, and student 
artistic output is looked at." 
Rosa was also excited about the conversations 
between Stoner's work and Tracey Emin's neon 
work upstairs . "They are both female artists who 
challenge sexuality, and they challenge the 
nature of art, and they aren't afraid of getting in 
your face and being like 'This is my experience."' 
When people have access to art institutions, 
they are more likely to see themselves in the 
work and artists displayed. When that happens 
they are more likely to believe that they, too can 
make art. Rosa believes making art is powerful. 
"When people are truly comfortable 
expressing themselves, they're not scared to 
challenge authority and to challenge systems of 
oppression," Rosa said. "There's a lot of power 
in that." 
Art should be accessible to everyone and I'm 
glad the public can enter for free . One student 
was captivated by Gallagher's Deluxe and said 
they're not an art person but just wandered in. 
Preschoolers from the Helen Gordon Child 
Development Center were really spending 
a lot of time with Willie Cole's feathered 
clothing iron . PSU Campus Police Sergeant 
Willie Haliburton appeared super happy while 
getting a picture taken next to the Basquiat 
print. Those moments felt really nice.• 
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OMSI Exhibit: Exquisite Creatures 
by Jade D owdy 
Exquisite Creatures is a fashionable, teaching 
moment that is possibly controversial. 
Butterflies, macaws and beetles are some of 
nature's jewels put on display at the Oregon 
Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI). The 
aptly named exhibit by Oregon-based artist 
Christopher Marley, is no ordinary collection 
of specimens, but highly curated displays of 
dead animals. Visually delicious collections of 
"rare specimens," of birds and bugs arranged 
in colorful and shiny mosaics will appeal to 
your innermost magpie. This exhibit wants to 
highlight "the connections between art, science 
and nature," to let you behold how "awe-
inspiring the natural world can be through 
the intricate design of its inhabitants." Yet 
presenting dead animals in such a manner 
presents a question: can fashionably-curated 
science still teach? 
Unlike most exhibits OMSI explains the 
background of Christopher Marley, the artist 
behind all these whimsical pieces, and how he 
came about the career that he's in now. When 
Marley was young, he went to pursue a career 
in fashion while studying art and design but 
quickly grew an interest in the organisms 
around the world, or "artifacts of nature" as 
Marley likes to call them. One video at OMSI 
explained how no creatures were harmed in his 
process and only collects them when their time 
has passed. After he collects them, all the bugs, 
snakes, fish, and other creatures are preserved 
for his future pieces. 
Marley talked with KOIN 6 News about 
traveling around for fashion-industry related 
work and being able to be around new 
environments. On those work trips he became 
very interested in collecting bugs from the many 
places he would travel to. Soon his new passion 
really came together. He explained how he 
gathers his "artifacts" from zoos, breeders, and 
collectors around the world . In talking with 
KOIN 6 as well as in OMSI's opening video, 
Marley spoked about teaching indigenous 
people how to collect what he has looked for and 
how to sell to collectors. His goal is for people to 
be mesmerized by the organisms found around 
the world and be able to appreciate what we 
have in the wildly different habitats around the 
world. 
As I questioned a handful of people how they 
felt about the exhibit, many would be marveling 
over the what they were looking at. Many have 
never, and will never, see the pieces that are on 
display. Some pieces were unsettling to see for 
some, but the majority of attendees appeared 
amazed at what they were standing in front of. 
Lydia G . was at OMSI to see Exquisite 
Creatures was excited to be able to see an exhibit 
with so much to offer. She was one that didn't 
find anything wrong with what was on display, 
and she was excited to expose her daughter to 
all the creatures shown. She was happy to learn 
right off the bat that everything was an organic 
process and that there's no reason to think there's 
something wrong with the art he's portraying. 
She enjoyed being able to see animals she never 
thought she'd ever be able to see and thinks this 
is something that needs to be more normalized. 
Lydia stands by the idea that more exposure will 
Photos by Jade Dowdy 
make us appreciate our world. 
From an outsider standpoint, who didn't 
experience the exhibit in-person, Satika M. 
doesn't see eye to eye with Lydia exactly. She 
agrees that these are beautiful pieces and 
that they're interesting to have hanging up 
in your home, but she finds certain things 
unsettling. She is happy that there's a natural 
process behind the animals getting preserved 
but there are certain pieces that make her feel 
uncomfortable. The idea to see certain animals 
just up in a in a box and not free is strange to her. 
She believes looking at pieces, like the insects, 
feels more normal, but others, like birds, can 
make others feel sad. H owever, she does see this 
as a way for us to get involved with our world. 
Going to the exhibit is a toss up on how you 
feel about seeing certain things. The exhibit 
is definitely something to experience and see 
animals, minerals, insects, and plants that you 
may never see in your life. 
Exquisite Creatures is on display until 
February 17, 2020 and entry to the exhibition is 
included with a general admission ticket. • 
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by Jake Johnson 
From Friday to Tuesday, November 15-19, 
2019 an enormous inflatable emoji poop sat in 
Pioneer Square and invited passersby to come 
inside and "L et that shit go!" Poo- Pourri is a 
company that caters to people who believe that 
bathrooms that have been pooped in don't have 
to smell horrible . 
Upon arriving, attendants in denim jackets 
with large psychedelic poop patches on the 
back were helping and hyping up attendees. 
One attendant was especially talkative as he 
passed out temporary tattoos, "Show me your 
shitty tattoo, I'll show you mine," he said as 
he handed out temporary tiny little blue poop 
swirl tattoos. "Every poop needs its partner." 
A sign instructed us to "Let that poop emoji 
go. D rop the toxic thought that's weighing 
you down!" the sign told us that "Poo-Pourri's 
GIANT POO ... pushes out the bad sh*t, makes 
room for the good sh*t , and leaves you fee ling 
like the sh*t ." 
For every visitor who went inside the super 
poop on World Toilet D ay, November 19, 
Poo-Pourri donated $2 to the World Toilet 
Organization. World Toilet Day and the 
organization of the same name seek to improve 
the way people use the bathroom around the 
world by improving toilet and sanitation 
conditions. According to the organization's 
website, poor sanitation sanitation caused 
diarrhoeal diseases killed 1,000 children per 
day around the world in 2013 . 
While walking into the poop's hole, a 
doormat complimented our butts, "nice 
bottom." it read. 
Inside the poop, we sat in brightly colored 
stalls on that padded lid of a toilet and were 
immersed in a 360 degree video projection. 
A lady was projected all around the inside of 
the poop and reassured us that we were in fac t 
"inside of a giant poo. Not just any Poo! A 
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magical poo that has the power to transform 
your shit, right here right now. You know, that 
shit you're holding in, like that self- sabotaging 
thought that makes you feel less than, or angry, 
or scared. Think, think of that toxic thought 
that brings you down, constipates your mind 
and keeps you from feeling free to show up as 
the badass that you are" 
Negative self-talk floated around behind 
her. She had us write down some of the mental 
poop that was weighing us down on a tablet 
in our stall. After a short while, each of our 
mental poops flew out of our tablets and were 
projected like little colored pieces of paper that 
matched the color of our stalls- fortunately, no 
one's poop was on display, the color papers were 
blank. 
The lady instructed us all to, on the count of 
three, pull the toilet flush handle and asked "are 
you ready to let it go?" On three, we pulled our 
handles and watched our toxic thoughts swirl 
away. At the same time a blast of ai r hit the back 
of my head, which was temporarily incredibly 
gross because I don't want air coming up from 
a toilet and touching my 
head . Bursts of colors and 
patterns exploded from the 
top of the poop as upbeat 
music played . 
"C ongratulations! You 
let that shit go! It 's gone!" 
The video lady said. "With 
Poo-Pourri , letting go can 
feel, and smell , amazing! 
ow, here's a trick, every 
time you hit the loo, use 
that time to visualize all 
the crap you want to let go 
of. Teach others to let thei r 
shit go by sharing your 
experience on social using 
the hashtag let that poo emoji go. I can't wait to 
see where you'll go now." 
One of the attendants escorted us out of 
the poop and said they hoped we were feeling 
lighter. The video lady wouldn't have to wait 
long, right outside the giant poop people were 
pretending to go on a platform they had set up 
for people to take pictures on in front of the 
giant poop. 
W hat kind of shit is this? 
"Our owner is all about transformation, and we 
transformed the smell of your bathroom with 
the spray," said corporate Poo-Pourri employee 
Sandy Phillips. "W e want to get rid of toxic 
thoughts in your brain with this. This is kind of 
a mental health thing, tryi ng to help you flush 
away toxic thoughts that you're holding on to, 
have a better life." 
The poop arrived to Portland in time for 
World Toilet D ay. According to the Dallas 
Observer at its stop in D allas it celebrated 
Mental Health Awareness day. However, it is 
unclear if they are celebrating holidays at each 
of the stops. 
Pioneer Square is the 4th place the much-
larger-than-life poop plopped on its 26-city 
tour. Phillips said that Portland 's poop has had 
1,000 visitors every day and said that they have 
been "interviewed by every news station at least 
twice. Seriously. It's crazy!" 
"Portland has been our biggest stop so far, 
we've got more people through every day, even 
in the rain!" said Phillips. She said there are a 
lot of reasons that have brought people out . "I 
really think they're coming because they saw it 
on TV, they saw it on instagram, there's a lot of 
people hashtaggin' it, so we're getting a lot of 
response from social media." 
Phillips thinks people from a lot of the 
buildings in the area are coming over and said 
groups of coworkers are coming to the poop 
together. 
There are 3 people on the travelling corporate 
Poo-Pourri team who escort the poop. 
H owever, workers with Catwalk productions 
travel with them to man the doors, ipads, and 
manage the assistants who pass out samples. 
One of the assistants said they were hired as 
a brand ambassador and, unfortunately, don't 
get to keep the denim jacket. The team also 
hires security guards in each of the cities they 
stop in. Poo-Pourri brought extra puffy winter 
coats, long sleep shirts, and touchscreen-
capable gloves to keep the assistants warm on 
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the tour. 
P hillips asserted that funny poop-related 
pop-ups are nothing new for the D allas-based 
company. She said they're often doing small 
pop-ups in places where people can sit on a 
toilet and take a picture. 
"We do a lot of funny stuff," Phillips said. 
"But ~his is the biggest funny thing we've ever 
done. 
It wasn't the smell that made people want 
to peep the poop 
Sara Laughlin and Sofie Brandt are PSU 
students who were taking selfies by the poop. 
They said they were biking by when they saw 
it and thought "what is that?" They said they 
had also heard about it from a PSU post on 
I nstagram. They said it was much bigger than 
they expected, it's really funny, and "It doesn't 
smell at all." 
Comic by Josh G ates 
Sally, Carol, and Mary work in the area 
and came prepared with a poop emoji pillow 
and were laughing while waiting in line to get 
inside the poop. 
"My coworker that I just had meeting with, 
we were talking about we had a shitty situation 
we were dealing with," Sally said . "and she said, 
'Oh, we should go down and get our picture 
taken at P ioneer C ourthouse Square,' and then 
she whips out from behind her computer, 'and 
we can take the poop pillow!' And I was like, 
'Oh my G od, we have to go! ' And she was like, 
'Oh I can't ."' 
So instead she grabbed another coworker 
and found their other friend walking down 
the street. All of a sudden, M ary whipped 
out a poop emoji lollipop they brought as 
well. Apparently, the lollipop belongs to the 
coworker who couldn't come along. They said 
they bring out the poop emoji lollipop and put 
Visitors to the towering poop input 
their information before entering 
it on a piece of paper on your desk when having 
a shitty day as a visual aid. 
D espite the shitty situation at work, they 
were feeling better "because of the poop." 
Branden D ale was visiting from L os Angeles 
and said while walking around downtown 
Portland he "just saw it . It just looked really 
interesting so I was like, 'M an, I gotta try it 
o ut ."' 
"Coming from L os Angeles, Portland has 
this thing fo r being weird, and it 's cool just 
seeing this out here, you know?" D ale said . "It's 
super cool, I love it ." 
D ale described the experience in the giant 
poop and said that after he "let that shit go .. .It 
felt good , man. It felt really good."• 
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Rob Zombie Revisits the Firefly Family 
3 From Hell finds a fresh story to tell in a sixteen-year-old saga. 
by M aggie Post 
There are many things that irritate me about 
the world of film s and television, but arguably 
nothing is more annoying than when a series 
long finished, and wrapped up with a neat bow, 
announces a sequel. From Star Wars prequels 
to Toy Story 4, there's no shortage of examples 
in which a series that has told an entire arc is 
suddenly rebooted, often in the hopes of a last-
ditch cash-grab effort. Thus, when I heard that 
there was going to be a sequel for one of my 
favorite horror sagas, consisting of the films 
H ouse of 1,000 Corpses (2003 ) and T he D evil's 
R ejects (2005), directed by musician-turned-
filmmaker Rob Z ombie, I had absolutely no 
hope that the film was going to be anything 
of remarkable substance. But because I held 
a fondness in my heart for the Firefly family 
portrayed in the film s, I gave it a shot. And boy, 
have I never been so happy to have been proven 
wrong before. 
Released for only two days in cinemas 
before being distributed digitally everywhere, 
3 From Hell released mid-October and flew 
mostly under the radar, with the exception of 
indie-horror fans everywhere clamoring to 
see it as soon as possible. C ontinuing almost 
exactly from where The D evil's R ejects left off, 
viewers are thrust back into the world of the 
Firefly family as they face the consequences of 
their serial killer rampage displayed in the first 
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two films of the series. G oing into the film I 
knew nothing of the plot, and I was pleasantly 
surprised to see it unfold into an analysis of 
revenge and consequences. It was a decidedly 
more mature take than the prior films, which 
are, fo r the most part, slasher fl icks designed to 
strike fear and disgust in people. While 3 From 
H ell still held on to its slasher movie roots, 
there was less grotesque hysteria and more 
subtle fiendish humor than the fi rst two films. 
Crafted nearly 15 years after its predecessor, 
it 's clear that Zombie has grown not only as 
a storyteller but also his knowledge of film 
technology. G one are the gritty, poorly lit 
shots of gore, replaced instead with moments 
of crisp slow-motion violence- attributed not 
only to technological advances made in the 
past decade, but also from the understanding 
Z ombie gained working on numerous films 
in the years between The D evil's R ejects and 
3 From Hell. The new way in which Z ombie 
presents fight scenes is reminiscent of the 
Kingsman films, which are some of the most 
notable modern examples of incredibly stylistic 
violence. H owever, I dare to say that 3 From 
H ell does it better; the cheesy over-the-top 
elements that I always felt kept the Kingsman 
fight scenes from being something I could 
watch without being taken out of the moment, 
are not apparent in 3 From H ell, leaving 
viewers with scenes of calculated intensity-
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such as when Baby Firefly lurks in the shadows 
and uses a bow and arrow to silently take down 
her attackers. 
Although I don't believe 3 From H ell was 
a necessary addition to the story, I'm glad 
Z ombie decided to continue the journey of the 
psychotic family from Texas. It was bittersweet 
seeing the fictional family again on screen; 
upon seeing my favorite, Captain Spaulding, I 
shed a few tears, as the actor who plays him, Sid 
H aig, recently passed. I always feel weird when 
I explain to people that most of my comfort 
films are horror movies, but they are, and 3 
From H ell confirmed that fo r me. I often fall 
asleep to Child's Play or Scream and although 
I can't quite explain why, they make me feel 
safe, as much as my favorite childhood films 
do. 3 From H ell is now just another horror film 
to add to the list of those that make me feel 
weirdly nostalgic and happy, with characters 
like Captain Spaulding providing moments of 
dark humor and hope that I sorely need. While 
the series could have ended with The D evil 's 
R ejects, I adore the Firefly family and am 
impressed with the way in which Rob Z ombie 
crafted 3 From H ell to make it something 
entirely its own. e 
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